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newhomo kamone gaku hokako

kapa gakho wuwele nepi

pihino nemone piga kawake

gamenewawu gamenewawa gamenewuwu gamene

mega megawawa megawuwu wulagi

egewawu egewawa egewuwu ege

tuge tuge tuge
tuge tuge tuge
tuge tuge tuge

tupim tupim tupim
miniku miniku miniku
tupin tupin tupin

poi poi poi
poi poi poi
poi poi poi

Kirby, Cornish, & Smith (2008)
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Any regularities in data can be used to compress that data

The more regularities there are, the more the data can be compressed

The Minimum Description Length principle

posterior(H|D) = likelihood(D|H)× prior(H)2−MDL(L)

DL(H|D) = DL(D|H) + DL(H)

DL(H)For example…

010010111110010000110001000101101100001111010001

print('010010111110010000110001000101101100001111010001')

010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101

print('01'*24)



Any regularities in data can be used to compress that data

The more regularities there are, the more the data can be compressed

We equate learning with finding regularity: The more the data can 
be compressed, the more we have learned from that data

In other words, the more regularity we can identify, the more we have 
understood (learned) about the process generating the data

The Minimum Description Length principle

posterior(H|D) = likelihood(D|H)× prior(H)2−MDL(L)

DL(H|D) = DL(D|H) + DL(H)

DL(H)
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The Minimum Description Length principle
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Bayesian inference

L = { · · ·}

posterior(L|D) = likelihood(D|L)× prior(L)
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Computing DL(L): The rectangle code

Fast & Feldman (2002)
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Computing DL(L): The rectangle code

24 bits76.58 bits

Fast & Feldman (2002)
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Iterated learning converges to the prior

Expressivity Complexity
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Regier et al.’s informativeness model
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Communicative cost

Cj(i) ∝
!

c∈Cj

e−γd(i,c)2

K(L) :=
!

i∈U

P (i) ·− logC(i)

Expressivity A system of many categories is 
more informative than a system of few 
categories

Compactness A system of compact categories 
is more informative than a system of 
noncompact categories



Can iterated learning give rise to informative languages?

Carstensen, Xu, Smith, Regier (2015)
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Which is easiest to learn?

Angle-only Size-only Angle & Size
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Result: Learnability advantage for the less informative systems



Experiment 2



Iterated learning with humans
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Two ways of achieving simplicity

Decrease in expressivity

Increase in convexity

increases informativeness

decreases informativeness



Conclusions

Languages are shaped in the simplicity–informativeness tradeoff by pressures 
from learning and communication

Learning contains a simplicity bias to prevent overfitting noise, and to aid 
reasoning about unseen meanings

Iterated learning converges to the prior bias, favouring languages that are as 
simple as possible:

Loss of expressivity: Loss of words/concepts to aid learning

Convex categories: Reorganization of the space to aid learning

In the process, some informativeness may come along for the ride, potentially 
obscuring the causal mechanism in experimental work
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